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     Motorcycle and ATV Instructions…

The all new VForce Delta “2” reed valve system includes:

•  Redesigned fiber reinforced, composite reed cages with radius surface.  Exclusive design incorporates twice 
the reed tip area of conventional valves allowing for better flow.

•  Completely new carbon fiber petals featuring a proprietary lay-up designed by and exclusive to Moto 
Tassinari.

•   Adjustable reed stops allowing you to change from high to low tension in a matter of minutes.  The freedom to 
“dial-in” the power delivery is yours only with our unique design.

The complete assembly fastens to a fiber composite manifold plate.  This allows the use of the stock intake 
manifold with only a slight modification.  

Installation Instructions:

Caution:  Refer to your owner’s service manual for detailed instructions and illustrations for removal of the 
carburetor, intake manifold and reed block.

1.  Remove your stock reed cage assembly.

2.  If your rubber intake manifold has tabs that extend into the reed cage, they must be removed.  Follow the 
steps below to remove rubber tabs.
a.  Bolt stock cage to the manifold by using nuts, washers (supplied) and two intake bolts.  Assemble by putting 
the two intake bolts through the top two holes in the manifold.  Next, place the washer between the cage and 
manifold.  Finally, tighten the nuts on the intake bolts.  (Refer to illustration 2a on other side)
b.  Insert hack saw in gap between manifold and cage.  Carefully cut tabs off manifold.  (Refer to illustration 
2b on other side)
c.  Disassemble and clean manifold.

3.  Assemble using your new VForce Delta 2 reed valves and modified stock manifold with supplied gaskets.
 
4.  After installation is complete, take time to check and make sure everything is tight.  Inspect all fuel and vent 
lines to be sure they are routed properly and free of damage and kinks.

Jetting:
Jetting adjustments may be necessary.  We suggest operating your motorcycle or ATV with the settings that work 
best with your stock valves before making any changes.

Good luck, have fun, and ride safe!



Reed stop moved back Reed stop moved forward

NOTE: screw location

High Tension Setting Low Tension Setting

Reed Tension Adjustment - Not for Banshee, Blaster or 125’s
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